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1. INTRODUCTION

This is the final technical report for Contract No. F30602-81-C-0256, entitled "Research in Distributed Personal Computer Based Information Systems." It summarizes the major accomplishments of the contract. In addition, it reports on work done between April 1984 and October 1984. Work done before April 1984 is described in contract semi-annual Reports 1 through 5, BBN Reports 4924, 5301, 5395, 5722 and 5723.

The report is organized as follows. The contract objectives and the major results of the contract effort are summarized in Section 2. Sections 3 through 9 report on contract activity during the final 6 months of the contract. Section 4 discusses work on the Diamond multimedia system and related activities. Work on Jade, the Jericho Pascal operating system, is described in Section 5. Section 6 presents our activities related to the development of the Jade programming environment. Work on the Interlisp system for the Jericho computer is described in Section 7. Section 8 discusses our work on Aleph. Section 9 describes recent Hermes maintenance activity.
2. SUMMARY OF CONTRACT ACTIVITY

Section 2.1 summarizes the objectives of the work done under the contract, and Section 2.2 summarizes our major accomplishments.

2.1 Project Overview

The tasks for this project fell into three broad areas:

1. Research in distributed personal computer systems;
2. Support for the Strategic C3 Experiment;

The project objectives in each of these areas are reviewed briefly below.

2.1.1 Distributed Personal Computer Systems

The primary focus of the personal computer task area was the development of an electronic message system, called Diamond, which was to run in a distributed personal computer environment. The Diamond message system was designed to:

- Support a user interface that exploits the capabilities of advanced single-user computers;
- Handle messages that contain data other than text (e.g., images, line drawings, speech);
- Have a distributed architecture;
- Operate in a secure fashion;
- Permit use from a variety of types of user access points;
- Have a transportable implementation.

The personal computers to be used in the initial implementation of the Diamond message system were Jericho computer systems. The portability of Diamond was to be demonstrated by moving the system to another comparable personal computer system.

It was expected that development of the message system would require work in a number of supporting areas, including:
1. Basic System Support.

Diamond was developed as an application program that executes on a collection of personal computers and shared resource computers interconnected by a high bandwidth local network. Diamond, as well as other applications, requires the support of "operating system" level software. The purpose of this software is to make the Jericho personal computer usable as a sophisticated, autonomous, single-user computer system. Development of the basic system support involved the design and implementation of storage management functions, bit map display functions, a multiple process capability, an interprocess communication facility, and support for the standard DoD network communication protocols.

2. Input/Output Support for a Variety of Data Types.

The Diamond message system was designed to handle messages composed of a number of types of information, including text, facsimile, graphics, and speech. This capability for multiple media communication required the development of software to support the input and output of these different types of data, and, in some cases (speech, sound and facsimile), system engineering to interface the personal computer systems with hardware required for the input/output of this data.

3. Distributed System Support.

Diamond was designed to execute on a distributed system architecture. Diamond and other applications developed for this environment require supporting software that enables personal computers to function effectively in a multiple-computer network environment. The supporting software required included: a network interprocess communication facility, a distributed file system supported by personal computer storage resources and dedicated file server computer resources, means for accessing devices that are remote from a personal computer as if they were local, a user authentication mechanism, and access control mechanisms to provide for controlled sharing in a distributed environment. The supporting software runs in part on the personal computers, and in part on the shared-resource computers.


The Pascal programming language was used for much of the initial programming required for the Diamond message system development. In addition, it was expected that InterLisp would be used for experimentation and research in the user interface issues. Therefore, a certain amount of effort was required to ensure that the implementations of Pascal and InterLisp for the Jericho computer and their supporting environments are adequate. Furthermore, it was felt important that software modules written in Pascal and InterLisp be able to be used together in personal computer based systems such as Diamond. When the project began, this sort of interoperability was not possible, and it was not clear to what extent it could be achieved.
5. Programming Environments

Diamond was expected to be a reasonably large system. It would be built by a team of implementers, of which each member would use a personal computer for software development. To facilitate implementation of systems to be built like Diamond, we planned to design, implement, and experiment with an application development environment, called the Jade environment. The Jade environment was intended to support the construction of distributed application programs and to be capable of supporting programming projects large enough to require many programmers, each supported by a personal computer.

We also planned to experiment with a new programming environment, called Aleph, to explore extensions to the Interlisp environment that exploit features unique to personal computers of the Jericho class. This was to involve experimental investigation in the areas of graphical debugging, facilitation of routine bookkeeping activities, techniques for presenting multiple views of systems, vocal annotation of textual documents, and content-addressed documentation.

2.1.2 Support for Strategic C3 Experiment

The objective of work in this area was to support the Strategic C3 Experiment, a technology transfer and evaluation project conducted by DARPA and the Strategic Air Command. A number of contractors worked on this experiment with ARPA and SAC. Our role was to adapt the Hermes electronic message system to the needs of SAC users participating in the experiment.

In particular, we worked to:

1. Modify Hermes so that it can operate with a full-screen editor, such as EMACS or WE, in order to provide full-screen editing and composing of draft messages as an integrated Hermes function.

2. Extend the data management capabilities of Hermes to provide a template-driven report generator capable of summarizing the information contained in groups of message/records.

3. Investigate the problem of software aids for scheduling personnel and equipment. Develop algorithms and experimental software to support these scheduling tasks and experimentally study user interface and implementation issues.

2.1.3 Hermes Maintenance

The objective of this task was to provide software maintenance for the Hermes electronic message system. This included correcting problems that would prevent effective use of Hermes, should any arise, installing Hermes on new hosts at the
direction of the ARPA office, and making improvements to the Hermes software.

2.2 Summary of Contract Accomplishments

Some of our accomplishments during the contract were the following:

- The Diamond multimedia message system was designed, implemented, and successfully demonstrated. Diamond currently allows text, graphics, images, speech, electronic spread sheets and charts to be combined into a single integrated document or message. Diamond is implemented as a distributed system which runs on an architecture that includes powerful single user workstations and shared server computers interconnected by a high performance network. Diamond has been in use by the project team for over a year, and will be available for use by others on commercially available hardware in the near future.

- The feasibility of transporting the Diamond system from a hardware base of Jericho workstations, upon which it was originally implemented, to other comparable hardware was demonstrated by transporting most of the Diamond implementation to a hardware base of Sun Workstations.

- An approach to permit programs written in Interlisp and in Pascal to run simultaneously on a Jericho computer was designed and enough of the design was implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. This approach is documented in BBN Report No. 5287, "Language Interoperability on Jericho."

- A Software State Database system was designed and implemented. This system facilitates software development in an environment where many machines are used to support many developers working on a project. The system maintains information on the software modules which make up the system under development. Information maintained about a module includes where (which machine) the most recent version of the file for the module resides, the person who last worked on the module, whether the module is currently being worked upon and by whom, other modules which depend upon the module, other modules upon which the module depends, and so forth. The system provides a number of facilities including convenient means for installing new versions of modules, checking modules out to work on, and distributing the latest versions of software to selected machines.

- A facility for monitoring the execution of distributed application programs was designed and implemented. The facility is designed to serve both as an aid for debugging distributed programs and as a means for demonstrating them. The facility makes it possible for a user to "watch" the execution of a distributed program at a number of levels of details.

- We participated with other DARPA contractors in the development of protocols that support transmission of multimedia documents among hosts in the DoD internetwork. These protocols make it possible for the users of a Diamond cluster to communicate over the internet with users of other Diamond clusters or of other multimedia message systems.

- The Jericho INTERLISP system was successfully ported from INTERLISP-10 and
is in active use by the AI community at BBN. The system incorporates both reference counting and compacting garbage collection, bitmapped graphic in color and in black and white, and multiple-processing capability.

- We designed and implemented a Content-Addressed Documentation capability called "The INTERLISP Advertiser", and we provided the following programming tools: Directory and File Browsers, File and Code Comparison Presenters, Graphical Debugger, and Apropos and Indexing facilities.

- A number of modifications to the Hermes message system were made to support the Strategic C3 experiment. The principal modifications were to integrate the EMACS screen editor into Hermes in order to provide a full-screen editing capability for messages, and to extend the Hermes data management capabilities to support template-driven report generation. These modifications were integrated into the standard distribution version of Hermes, making them available to all Hermes users.

- The Hermes message system was maintained for the period of the contract. As part of this effort, Hermes was modified to operate in the DoD internet as part of the ARPANET transition for NCP to TCP; the Hermes distribution and installation procedures were simplified and documented so that systems personnel at Hermes sites could install new versions of the system without direct involvement by BBN personnel; a number of minor enhancements were made to Hermes; and numerous minor problems and bugs were corrected.
3. OVERVIEW OF RECENT ACTIVITY

Sections 4 through 9 report work done during the last six months of the contract. This section summarizes project activity during that period.

Our major accomplishments during this period include the following.

- The Diamond multimedia document editor was successfully ported from Jericho to the Sun workstation early in the reporting period. Since we expected that the editor would be one of the more difficult parts of Diamond to port, this success gave us confidence that the porting strategy chosen was a good one.

- The Diamond multimedia editor was installed on the Sun workstations in the DARPA office. Draft documentation on the use of the editor was prepared and delivered to DARPA.

- After porting the multimedia editor, most of the other parts of Diamond have been successfully ported to the Sun workstation. The components ported include the interhost interprocess communication facility used by Diamond, the Diamond Access Point and all of the Access Point tools, the Document Manager, and the Authentication Manager.

- As part of an effort to understand and improve the performance of Diamond, we developed a number of performance monitoring tools which we used to conduct a series of performance measurement experiments on Diamond. After analyzing the results of the experiments, we were able to identify a number of performance bottlenecks, and eliminate many of them.

- The notion of workstation authentication was added to the Diamond Authentication Manager. Workstation authentication provides a means for a workstation to authenticate all of its processes in a single interaction with the Authentication Manager. The Diamond Access Point was modified to make use of workstation authentication. Use of workstation authentication results in a significant improvement in interactive responsiveness for Access Point operations that require the creation of a new Access Point process since there is no need to explicitly authenticate the new process by means of an interaction with the Authentication Manager.

- The Authentication Manager was improved by adding access control to the operations it performs.

- A means for permitting a number of Diamond users to serially share a single vocoding device was developed. A Vocoder Manager process, which manages the vocoder and an "intelligent" modem, was developed to support this. When a user at an Access Point needs to use a vocoder, the Access Point makes a request of the Vocoder Manager. If the vocoder is not in use, the Vocoder Manager uses the modem to place a telephone call to the user's office. After the call is established, the telephone circuit is used as the path between the user and the vocoder.

- The EditDoc multimedia editor has been improved in a number of ways. The
notion of a clipboard has been implemented; a user can use the clipboard to "cut" parts of a document and to "paste" them into other documents (or into another part of the same document). Support for electronic spreadsheets as a media type has been added; spreadsheets data can be represented in tabular form or in a variety of chart forms or in a combination of both tabular and chart forms. The text handling capabilities of EditDoc have been improved to support dynamic formatting of text as it is entered and edited; in addition, the options for formatting text have been greatly expanded. The image editing and graphics editing capabilities of the editor have also been enhanced.

- The Software State Database System, which is part of the Jade environment, has been improved in a number of ways. These improvements include: the ability to recognize dependencies among files in the database, the use of dependency information to check the consistency of operations (such as the installation of modified modules); support for moving modules back and forth between private software development environments and the public software repository; and, the maintenance of creation (write) dates for each module being maintained by the system. In addition, the system has been made significantly more robust.

- The initial implementation of the IPC Monitoring Facility, which is a part of the Jade environment, has been completed, and it has been released for general use within the project.

- We implemented a version of Active Values, which provide a way to invoke a function when the value of a datum is set or accessed. This opens the way for the incorporation of Object Oriented programming paradigms in Jericho INTERLISP.

- We designed and implemented an application of Active Values that allows users to monitor and visualize the changes that occur in any given datum as a consequence of program activity or editing. We also improved the Code Presenter and the Graphical Debugger.

- We attended the IFIP 6.5 Working Conference on Computer Message Systems held in May 1984 at Nottingham England and presented a paper on Diamond titled "Initial Experience with Multimedia Documents in Diamond".

These items, and others, are described in the following sections.
Diamond is a distributed system implemented by a variety of components which together provide a single coherent service. The components of Diamond are:

- **User Access Point**: The user's main contact with Diamond. The Access Point is composed of several tools including:
  - **Coordinator**: All of the actions of the Access Point are directed by this tool. The user can always inquire about the state of Diamond by interacting with the Coordinator.
  - **Document Presenter/Editor**: Documents are viewed and composed using this tool. The Document Editor embodies all of the protocols concerning Document and Atomic Object Representations.
  - **Folder Presenter**: Folders of documents and other folders are viewed and manipulated by the Folder Presenter. This tool also interacts with the Document Presenter/Editor tool to show or compose documents.
  - **User/Group Registry Presenter**: The User and Group Databases (see below) can be examined and modified using this tool.

- **Authentication Manager**: This component maintains information about authenticated users and processes of a Diamond cluster as well as long term information about user preferences and groups of users.

- **Document Manager**: Documents and folders of documents and other folders are managed by this component. When a user saves a document, the Document Manager accepts the document and stores it in a Folder for later retrieval.

- **Device Managers**: Various devices such as Image Scanners and Printers are managed by Device Managers.

- **Import/Export Manager**: Documents sent to recipients outside a Diamond cluster are Exported by this component. Likewise, documents originating outside a cluster which are addressed to a recipient supported by the cluster are imported by the Import/Export Manager. This component takes care of any protocol conversions that may have to occur between the standard DARPA Internet Multimedia Protocol and the protocols used internally by Diamond.

- **Internet Gateway**: Communication with hosts on the DARPA Internet is done by use of the Internet Gateway.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a Diamond cluster.
Figure 1. The Distributed Architecture of Diamond
4.1 Porting Diamond to the Sun Workstation

We have successfully ported the EditDoc multimedia editor from Jericho to the Sun workstation. EditDoc running on a Sun was demonstrated at BBN to DARPA in mid April. The version that runs on the Sun is identical to the version that runs on Jericho. This version of EditDoc has been installed on the Sun Workstations in the DARPA/IPTO office. Preliminary documentation on the use of EditDoc has been prepared and delivered to DARPA.

Work has progressed on porting the rest of Diamond to the Sun workstation. The following sections describe that work.

4.1.1 PCode-to-68000 Code Peephole Optimizer

The major work done on the PCode translator during this reporting period beyond the correction of bugs as they were discovered was the addition of a peephole code optimizer. The optimizer makes a pass over the generated code looking for code sequences which can be transformed into better code sequences. Ordinarily, a peephole optimizer functions by limiting the context within which it operates to a small number of lines of output code. This optimizer, however, operates on the entire body of a procedure.

The first step in making this change was to modify the code generator output format from strings to a more easily processed form. Then the generated code was examined manually looking for bad code sequences, and transformations were devised to improve them. The transformations fall into a relatively small number of categories:

1. Choosing the best way to load constants into registers and variables.
2. Adding, subtracting, and comparing small constants.
3. Condensing chains of logical operations.
4. Eliminating unreachable code.
5. Testing booleans in packed records.
6. Using to memory operations where possible.
7. Eliminating superfluous TST and CMP instructions.
8. Using word and byte instructions were possible.
9. Using short form branches were possible.

A total of 27 transformation have been implemented which result in a code size reduction of about seven percent. Code speed improvement has not been measured, but several of the transformations produce substantial improvement in the loop increment and testing code.

4.1.2 Database Server

One of the biggest differences between the programming environments of the Sun and the Jericho is the per-process address space on the Sun versus the single address space for all processes on the Jericho. Memory sharing on the Jericho allows very wide-band communication to be implemented efficiently. Several Diamond servers (the Document Manager and the Authentication Manager) made use of this facility to communicate with sub-processes which were spawned to handle single requests. In particular, these servers made use of several shared, long-term, persistent databases. Access to the databases was synchronized by the use of semaphores, but changes were propagated automatically since there was only one copy of the database in memory, directly reflecting the copy of the database on disk.

In order to allow multiple processes to share the same database on the Sun, we developed a single database server which maintains a list of currently open database files. It handles database requests (Find, Insert, Delete) from processes on the same machine. The procedural interface for contacting the database server is exactly the same as the interface for directly dealing with the database file. This has minimized the changes necessary to programs using the database facility. The overhead in accessing a database entry managed by the server (Jade IPC, copying of data) is obviously larger than using shared memory but is acceptable, given the way the database is used. A typical Document Manager or Authentication Manager operation will access or update only a few entries. Inter-machine communication costs far outweigh the additional intra-machine communication imposed by the database server approach.

The database server is being used on both the Jericho and the Sun.

4.1.3 First Release of Diamond on Sun Workstation

By the end of the reporting period we had ported the core of Diamond to the
Sun Workstation and have demonstrated that the basic operations of Diamond can now be performed on the Sun Workstation.

The components that have been ported to the Sun to date are:

- **Access Point and Access Point tools:**
  - EditDoc
  - Coordinator
  - ShowFolder
  - ShowRegistry.

- **Document Manager**
- **Authentication Manager**

Components remaining to be ported are:

- **Import/Export Manager**
- **Scanner Manager**
- **Voice Manager**

In addition, a **Printer Manager** will have to be written once a "standard" Laser Printer (or set of printers) has been chosen. Since one of the first Diamon.d installations is expected to be in the ADDCOMPE testbed, it is likely that (one of) the standard printer(s) will be the printer chosen for use in ADDCOMPE.

In the next section we describe some performance improvements that have been made to the version of Diamond running on the Jericho computer system. The current version of Diamond on the Sun has some additional performance problems which will have to be solved in the future.

### 4.2 Performance Analysis of Diamond

During this reporting period, a substantial amount of work has been done on measuring, analyzing, and improving the performance of various parts of the Diamond system. The work falls into three broad categories. First, a collection of performance monitoring and analysis tools was developed, and various parts of Diamond were instrumented to use these tools. Second, a series of controlled experiments were performed to gather data, and analysis was done on those data. Finally, various performance improvements were designed, implemented, and validated with more
4.2.1 Performance Analysis Tools

There are three basic approaches to performance analysis that we have pursued. First, an event logging facility was implemented, various parts of Diamond were instrumented to use it, and an event log analysis program was implemented. This approach provides insights into the macro-behavior of the system. Second, the Jade RoutineTrace program was augmented and used to analyze micro-behavior of various parts of Diamond. Third, a model was built to describe the expected message passing behavior of the system for various tasks. The model used in conjunction with the log analyses showed us where inefficient exchanges of messages were taking place. The model, the logs, and the routine traces were also used to validate each other, to insure that we were not overlooking anything.

The event logging mechanism is made up of two parts, a library called LogLib which is used by Diamond components as the interface to the logging mechanism, and a server called LogServer which runs in a separate process and serializes the events and records them in log files. An event contains the following information:

- A timestamp;
- The time spent in pre-processing (time is recorded for elapsed wall clock time, CPU utilization time, and page fault time in milliseconds);
- The time spent in the body (i.e., the time required to perform the requested task);
- The time spent in post-processing;
- The operation being performed;
- The UID of the object being manipulated;
- The source of the event.

The event log analysis program is called PrintLog and is used in two primary ways. First, it is used to produce summary statistics to aid in identifying the most frequently used operations and the most costly operations. Second, it is used to examine sequences of events, to fully understand the message passing behavior and where time is being spent. This is particularly difficult in a distributed environment. The analysis tool can integrate logs from different machines to make the total sequence of events more understandable.
4.2.2 Experiments and Results

In order to fully understand the performance of the system, data was collected under several different circumstances. First, data gathering was enabled on all of our machines, and a large mass of field data was collected over several weeks. This data was used mainly to identify the most frequent and the most costly operations. Second, a controlled experiment was done between two machines, with nothing else running on either machine. This data was used to identify common sequences of messages that should be implemented as compound operations, and extraneous messages that could be eliminated. After compound operations were implemented and extraneous messages were eliminated, the experiment was repeated. It became clear from this data that paging performance was the major bottleneck. A series of routine traces was done in various parts of the system to identify paging problems. Some of those problems were corrected, others were not easy to correct, yet tended to mask out other performance problems. So, the third series of experiments involved adding memory to two machines and repeating the second experiment, effectively eliminating the paging problems by brute force. This final experiment provided more detailed and reliable information about where time was being spent in the system.

The most significant performance improvements were the identification of common sequences of operations that could be turned into compound operations. Most of these changes were in the Document Store Manager, the Access Point Coordinator, and the Folder Presenter.

The Document Store Manager was improved in several ways. It was modified to make more efficient use of the underlying database system that it uses to keep track of documents and parts of documents. It was modified to minimize the number of times it opens and closes files in the process of handling user requests to create and retrieve documents. The implementation of the Send operation, which sends a document to other users as a message by adding citations for the document to their InBoxes, was streamlined and made less synchronous in nature.

The Access Point Coordinator was changed to initialize processes and create windows in a much faster way. Also, the login procedure and user preference mechanism was significantly streamlined. The Access Point now uses "workstation authentication", a mechanism that was added to the Authentication Manager to allow a single authentication for a workstation, with possible overriding process authentication (see Section 4.3). This cuts down considerability on message traffic when a new
process is spawned by the Coordinator.

The Folder Presenter was changed to deal with citation display formats in a much more efficient way. This makes a substantial difference for large folders. Also, when a user asks to Open a set of documents, the Folder Presenter initiates a parallel pre-fetch of those documents. This makes a big difference when the user uses the Next Document command in EditDoc, since the next document will already be in the local cache.

The results of all of these measurements and improvements has been significant. Before we started this process, the system was useable for everyday message traffic, but was very frustrating. It is now very nice to use, and usually seems as fast of most text-only message systems. However, the version of Diamond that is now running on the Sun Workstation still has serious performance problems. A similar round of performance measurement, analysis, and improvements will need to be made on that version of the system.

4.3 Authentication Manager

Two major improvements have been made to the Authentication Manager: the notion of workstation authentication has been implemented, and access control has been added to Authentication Manager operations. In addition, a number of minor extensions were implemented, and the Authentication Manager was transported to the Sun Workstation. Finally, a review of the Diamond access control mechanism, motivated by difficulties experienced by users in setting up the access controls they desire, was started.

4.3.1 Workstation Authentication

Many different processes run on behalf of a user interacting with Diamond on an Access Point workstation. For example, for each open folder, there is a process on the Access Point running the ShowFolder program. Under the initial design for the Authentication Manager, each of these processes has to have an entry in the Access Control Database (ACDB) identifying the principal for which it has been authenticated. The management of this information turns out to be quite time consuming and was identified in the performance analysis task as a potential area for improvement.
To reduce the time spent in managing this information, the concept of an authenticated workstation was developed. Under this scheme, a host (typically a single user workstation) can request that every one of its processes be bound to the same principal (user). That is, all of the processes running on a given workstation can be authenticated with one entry in the ACDB. The workstation is identified by a process UID with the Internet Address of the workstation and 0's for the Incarnation and Sequence numbers. When a user enters Diamond he identifies the principal for which all processes running on the workstation should authenticated. This authentication is kept in the ACDB until the user logs out. To permit finer grain authentication for multiple processes running on the same workstation which need to be associated with different principals, when the AuthorizationBindingOf operation is invoked, the ACDB is first searched for the Unique Identifier of the specified process. If there is no match, then the database is searched for the UID of the workstation on which that process resides (gotten by setting the Incarnation and Sequence numbers of the process's UID to 0).

Use of workstation authentication can result in a substantial performance improvement in many situations. For a system like Diamond where the access point/user interface is supported by a dynamically changing collection of processes, the number of interactions between the user interface and the Authentication Manager is significantly reduced. The workstation need interact with the Authentication Manager only once to authenticate itself and all processes that (will) run on it, instead of interacting with the Authentication Manager each time a new process is created to handle some user request.

4.3.2 Access Control Within the Authentication Manager

The initial version of the authentication manager did not perform any access checks on operations performed on the registry or its contents. This omission was made to facilitate the initial implementation and is clearly not permissible for an operational system. During this reporting period, access control checking was added to limit the operations which may be performed by any particular individual.

Each record describing a principal or group in the registry has an associated access control list. This access control list has the same form as access control lists for other kinds of objects, such as documents; it lists the access rights for each of several principals or groups. This access control list specifies who may perform each of several different operations on that record. Examples of operations are reading
and writing user parameters, listing the groups of which a principal is a member, listing the principals and groups which are members of a group, and reading and writing the access control list itself.

In addition to the access control list per database record, there are default access control lists used to establish the access control lists of newly created principals and groups and an access control list for the registry itself. The registry access control list determines who may perform operations such as creating and removing principals and groups. The default access control lists are implemented as a special principal and a special group and may be edited using the operations available for editing ordinary access control lists. The registry access control list is built in to the authentication manager and is not editable. It includes only the SystemAdministration group.

4.3.3 Authentication Manager Extensions

Certain operations in the authentication manager which had been planned but not yet implemented were completed in this reporting period. These include the operations to read and modify access control lists and the operations to add or remove groups from the enabled set (a mechanism to reduce the access a user may exercise).

A number of other improvements/changes were also made. The format of database records was changed both to add access control lists and to reduce their size by reducing the size of the area used to hold names and passwords. The hash table routines containing the authentication database (record of logged in users) were recoded to reduce memory requirements. Old entries in the authentication database are removed when newer entries are made. Previously, entries would accumulate for as long as the authentication manager was operating.

4.3.4 Port to the Sun Workstation

The authentication manager has been ported to the Sun workstation. This task primarily involved changes to circumvent the lack of memory-sharing facilities on the Sun. The three databases (Principal Registry, Group Registry, and Authentication Database) are manipulated both by the main program and by sub-processes created to handle individual operations. The two registries are standard databases and only required modifications to use the new database server described in Section 4.1.2. The
authentication database manipulations were altered so that the main process actually maintains the database and the subprocesses send interprocess messages to make modifications.

4.3.5 Review of Diamond Access Control

Diamond uses an access control list mechanism for access control. Each object, such as a multimedia document, has associated with it an access control list which specifies who can access it and in what ways. Each entry on an access control list includes a principal (user) or group id and the type of access the principal or group is permitted. Every object in Diamond has a type which determines the operations that can be performed upon it. Originally, the type of access permitted to a principal or group was specified by listing the operations permitted on the object. In order to create a new access control list entry or modify an existing one, the user specified allowable access in terms of permitted operations. This approach has the difficulty that users tend to think in terms of relatively high level operations, which are usually implemented by several low level operations on objects, and the operations that appear on access control list entries are the low level operations. Consequently, although in principle the access control mechanism is quite simple and easy to understand, in practice users tend to have difficulty understanding how to specify access restrictions to achieve the access control results they desire.

To correct this situation we have initiated a review of the Diamond access control design, and expect to modify it slightly to enable users to specify access in terms of more "macro" operations. These macro operations will be mapped into the low level operations actually appearing on the access control list entries.

4.4 Document Manager

During this period, work on the Document Manager focused on performance improvements, operational improvements, bug fixing, and porting the Document Manager to the Sun workstation.

The Diamond Document Manager uses Jade files to store Diamond folders, documents, and components of documents. With the Jericho Jade file system the time required to open a file in a given directory increases with the number of files catalogued in the directory. During this reporting period we changed the way in
which Jade files and directories are used to implement the Document Store. The new strategy is designed to spread the files used to store Diamond objects across more directories in order to minimize the time required to open the files necessary to access the objects. As new Diamond objects are created, whenever the number of files in a given directory reaches a pre-determined threshold, a new directory is created and subsequent files for new objects are created in the new directory.

We encountered a problem with the Document Store Scavenger program\(^1\). The problem was discovered when the Scavenger was used to reconstruct the Document Store after a system crash. The Scavenger correctly rebuilt the document hierarchy, but failed to restore the access control lists for the various documents, folders and media objects. The source of the problem was that access control lists for Diamond objects were not stored with the objects themselves (i.e., in the files used to implement the objects), but rather were stored with object descriptors (i.e., in the internal tables used to keep track of the objects). This was corrected by modifying the Document Manager to store access control lists with the objects themselves.

We have developed a tool that can be used to remove folders and documents from the local Document Store cache\(^2\). The tool, which is called TrimCache, "trims" the cache so that the storage consumed by the cache is less than some specified amount of disk storage. It does this by deleting cached objects, least recently used objects first, until the desired storage level is reached. TrimCache is typically run periodically on Access Point workstations in the background via the Background Server system.

As part of the effort to port the Document Manager to the Sun Workstation the Diamond Document Manager was modified to make use of the Database Server (see Section 4.1).

---

1\(^{\text{The Scavenger is a program that reconstructs the Document Store by scanning all of the files used to store documents and folders. It is useful if the tables internal to the Document Store are damaged due to a system crash or a software bug. See Semi-Annual Technical Report No. 5, BBN Report No. 5723 for more detailed information about the Scavenger.}}\)

2\(^{\text{In order to improve performance, each Access Point workstation maintains a local cache of recently referenced folders, documents, and atomic objects. The Document Store cache is described in more detail in Semi-Annual Technical Report no. 5, BBN Report No. 5723.}}\)
4.5 Vocoder Manager

At present Diamond uses the LPC vocoding devices designed by Lincoln Laboratory for voice i/o. The Lincoln vocoders are currently available only as prototypes, and, consequently, are relatively scarce. In order to make voice more widely available as a Diamond media, we have developed means for a collection of Access Point workstations to (serially) share a single vocoder.

A Vocoder Manager process is responsible for managing the shared vocoder. It runs on a server host to which the LPC vocoder to be shared has been interfaced. The Vocoder Manager host is also equipped with an "intelligent" modem with autodialing capability.

When an Access Point needs to use the vocoder, it interacts with the Vocoder Manager to request use of the vocoder. For example, to output a voice passage in a message being presented to its user, the Access Point sends the voice passage and the telephone number for the user's telephone along with a "playback" request to the Vocoder Manager. The Vocoder Manager then places a telephone call to the user via the autodialer. After the call has been established, a path exists from the Vocoder Manager through the vocoder, the modem and the telephone network to the user. The Vocoder Manager can then output the voice passage through this path to the user. When a vocoder is needed to input or edit a voice passage, the Access Point initiates a similar sort of interaction with the Vocoder Manager; after the user is connected to the vocoder through the telephone network the input or editing can occur. While editing, the user sees a waveform and a "bouncing ball" which follows the visual waveform as he hears the voice. This is accomplished by a UDP packet stream between the Voice Server and the Access Point, letting the editor know where the vocoder is in the passage.

When low cost vocoders become widely available, dedicating one to each multimedia workstation will be preferable to using them in this fashion. However, we've found that sharing a vocoder through the Vocoder Manager works quite well. There are probably several reasons for this. Voice i/o is required relatively infrequently; this permits a single vocoder device to be shared among many users with little contention for it. The telephone system is pervasive, and its use is universally well understood; hence using it for voice i/o is natural, and requires little user training.
The Diamond Vocoder Manager demonstrates the feasibility of providing a voice i/o capability for Access Points not equipped with vocoders. With suitable adaptation, it would be capable of supporting voice i/o for low cost multimedia Access Points.

4.6 Access Point

A number of changes have been made to the Access Point during this reporting period. They fall into three categories: performance enhancements, the addition of error recovery mechanisms, and changes made to port the Access Point to the Sun Workstation. In addition, the Diamond Access Point has been modified to take advantage of workstation authentication to support workstation authentication (see Section 4.3). The performance enhancements have already been described in Section 4.2.

The error recovery mechanism, which had been designed earlier, has been fully implemented in the Access Point. Three classes of errors are handled. First, there are a set of errors indicating that the user is no longer properly authenticated. This is usually caused by the Authentication Manager being taken down and coming back up with no one being authenticated. This class of errors is handled by doing an automatic reauthentication; a window is popped up telling the user what is happening, then the reauthentication procedure ensures that the workstation is properly authenticated (which may require asking the user to retype his password). After the reauthentication procedure, the failed operation is retried. The second class of errors are communication failures. The response to these errors is to inform the user and ask if he wants to retry the operation or quit. The third class of errors is made up of all other errors. These errors are simply reported to the user. If such an error occurs in a multi-argument operation, the Access Point will reread the object to ensure that it has a faithful copy of it.

The initial port of the Access Point to the Sun Workstation has been completed. The most significant changes required were forced by three factors:

1. The Access Point Coordinator made much use of shared memory. Jericho supports memory sharing among processes, but the Sun does not.

2. The Coordinator manipulated windows that it did not own. The Jericho window system permits this, but the Sun window system does not.

3. The Coordinator and the Access Point tools were written assuming that the window system "repairs" any damage done to windows as they are uncovered.
after being partially or completely buried by other windows. The Jericho window system repairs window damage for application programs, whereas the Sun window system does not. Instead, it delivers "window damage" hints to the application, signalling it that its window has been damaged. Window damage hints can arrive at any time. Hence the structure of the user interface implementation had to change to allow propagation of those hints back to the higher levels, where the display could be reconstructed.

If Pascal had either an exception handling mechanism or the ability to pass procedures as arguments, the problems posed by the third factor would have been much easier to solve.

The changes to the Access Point that were required to make it run on the Sun are typical of those that would be required to port any Jericho application that makes extensive use shared memory and of windows and graphical interaction. Because we feel the problems we encountered in porting the Access Point are generic in nature, we describe them in Section 5.2 which is concerned the issue of Sun / Jericho compatibility.

4.7 Multimedia Editor: EditDoc

Semi-annual technical report No. 5 reported on the design and initial implementation of Editdoc, the Diamond multimedia editor. A number of improvements made to EditDoc during this reporting period are described in this section.

4.7.1 Image Editing

The image editing capabilities of EditDoc have been significantly enhanced by the addition of the ability to scale and rotate images by arbitrary amounts. Scaling is specified by "dragging" a corner of the image with the mouse. Rotation is specified by placing a line segment on the image and moving one of its end points around the other end point. Both the rotation and the scaling operations are quite fast and are nearly able to follow the mouse in real time. The technique used to rotate and scale images are described in Section 5.1.

The image editing capabilities have been extended by adding the ability to edit a part of an image. Previously most image editing operations (e.g., scale, rotate, reflect) had worked only on the entire image. Finally, the ability to "paint" and erase images with a variety of brush shapes and textures has been added.
4.7.2 Spread sheets / Charts

A new object type, electronic spread sheets, has been added to Diamond. This involved integrating support for the composition, manipulation and presentation of spread sheets into EditDoc, and augmenting the representation of multimedia documents to include the spread sheet data type.

Support for spread sheets includes support for graph and chart representation of spread sheet data, as well as for tabular representation of it. That is, we have combined the ability to compute models using a spread sheet with the ability to automatically chart values in the spread sheet. There are several alternative ways to chart data including bar, line, point and pie charts.

A spread sheet / chart occupies a rectangular area of data. The rectangular area may be split up into separate panes in which separate areas of the spread sheet or a chart based on values in the spread sheet may be viewed. In its viewing form, a spread sheet / chart is just a table of values, possibly with ruling lines to give emphasis to groupings of data and/or a chart. Figure 2 shows a spread sheet in the form that a reader of a message would see it. In its editing form, a spread sheet / chart looks like a standard spread sheet with labels for rows and columns and/or a standard business chart. Figure 3 show the same spread sheet / chart in the form that the author of a document would see it. Charts have the same appearance in viewing and editing forms.

A rich set of functions is available in the spread sheet covering the following areas:

- Arithmetic Functions:
  
  \[
  \text{Sum(of list), Average(of list), Min, Max, Round, Ceil, Trunc.}
  \]

- Transcendental Functions:
  
  \[
  \text{Ln, Exp, Log, PWRofTEN.}
  \]

- Trigonometric Functions:
  
  \[
  \text{Sin, Cos, ATan2.}
  \]

- Logical Functions:
  
  \[
  \]
Below is an analysis of the following approximation to the distance between two points:

\[ \sqrt{dx^2 + dy^2} = dx + (\sqrt{2} - 1)dy + \frac{k(dx-dy)dy}{dx} \quad 0 \leq dy < dx \]

\[ k = -0.3563 \]

Values in other octants may be found by interchanging \( dx \) and \( dy \) and/or using absolute values.

**Figure 2. A Spreadsheet / Chart in Viewing Form**
Below is an analysis of the following approximation to the distance between two points:

\[
\sqrt{a^2 + b^2} = ax + (\sqrt{2} - 1)dy + \frac{k(dx - dy)dy}{dx} \quad 0 \leq ax \leq dx
\]

Values in other octants may be found by interchanging \(dx\) and \(dy\) and/or using absolute values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dx</td>
<td>dy</td>
<td>dx-dy</td>
<td>exact</td>
<td>approx</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. A Spreadsheet/Chart in Editing Form
And, Or, Not, If.

- Finance Functions:
  Compound, Annuity, NPV.

- Date Functions:
  Sum and Difference.

### 4.7.3 Text

A new sub-editor for text has been implemented. The goals for this new sub-editor were twofold: to dynamically format text as it is being entered and edited, so that the format is always accurately displayed in the EditDoc window; and, to greatly expand the formatting options available.

The new text sub-editor supports the following features:

- There is one view of text. Text is dynamically formatted as it is entered from the keyboard. Justification and filling are done as keys are typed.

- Formatting environments are supported so that an author can compose fully formatted documents. There is a set of default environments (Paragraph, Verbatim, Enumeration, Itemization) that can be used as the basis for additional user defined environments.

- Document structure is preserved so that partially completed documents and cooperatively developed documents can be composed.

- Font specification is by three parameters: Family, Style and Size.

As a first step toward developing a collection of fonts, we have modified our font editing tool, EditFont, to accept a font and to produce italicized and bold versions of the font. The result of italicizing or "boldifying" a font is generally a reasonable approximation to the italic or bold version of the font; the font editor can then be used to "fine tune" individual characters in the font.

- Editing actions may be performed by using the mouse to point to the text and make menu selections, and/or by means of keystroke commands which are similar to the EMacs command set.

We have plans for improving the way in which text objects are included in multimedia documents and will pursue these plans in future work.
4.7.4 Graphics

The Graphics handling capabilities of EditDoc have been enhanced to include support for polygons and for bitmap elements. A bitmap element is a rectangular entity which contains a bitmap image. Typically bitmap elements are added to graphics objects by cutting a portion of a bitmap image object and pasting it into a graphics object (see Section 4.7.5). Bitmap elements are often useful as a background for a drawing.

In addition, means have been provided to control the way objects are aligned with respect to one another. For example, it is possible to align the tops, bottoms, right side, left side, or centers of a set of specified elements in a graphical drawing.

4.7.5 Clipboard

The notion of a "clipboard", similar to that found in the Apple Lisa and MacIntosh systems, has been added to EditDoc. It is now possible to cut an item (either a whole object or part of an object) from one document and paste it into another (or the same) document.

Unlike the Lisa and MacIntosh implementation of clipboards, the number of items that a Diamond clipboard can hold is determined by a user preference setting. The clipboard is managed as a stack. Items that are cut are "pushed" onto the stack. When an item is cut and the stack is full, the oldest element on the stack is discarded to make room for the new item to be added. When pasting an item into an object, if the desired item is not on the top of the stack, the user may cycle through the clipboard stack until the desired item is reached.

The cut and paste operations work both within a single given data type (e.g., cutting from a graphics portion of one document and pasting into a graphics portion of another) and between two different data types (e.g., cutting from a graphics portion of one document and pasting into a bitmap portion of another). Of course, when an object of a given type on the clipboard is pasted into an object of a different type, conversions are performed on the source object to make it conform with the destination object. In some cases this may be infeasible; for example, converting an image into text.
4.7.6 Miscellaneous

New commands have been added to EditDoc which enable a user to see the "next" or "previous" document in the "current" folder. This makes it easy to read a set of documents in a folder one at a time without having to explicitly close the current document and open the next (or previous) document. This is particularly useful when reading new messages from the InBox folder.

4.8 Import / Export Manager

The Import/Export Manager is responsible for exchanging multimedia messages with other multimedia systems. To send a message, it first translates the message into a standard format for transmission, and then sends the message. The transmission format is part of the emerging DARPA multimedia protocols.

At the July meeting of the DARPA multimedia message system community, an agreement made to between ISI, SRI, and BBN to convert from RFC 759/767 format for multimedia message exchange to a variation of that format specified by SRI. It was agreed that the conversion should be completed by October 1, 1984. We have modified our Import/Export Manager to transmit the new format and to receive either format.

The new multimedia format specified by SRI is deficient with respect to text protocols. It does not allow nested structures (like an enumeration within an itemization within an enumeration). We have designed an extension to the format and the software to implement that extension. We have not implemented the extension yet. The format is also deficient in not allowing font specifications.

The Import/Export Manager is the only major component of the Diamond system that has not yet been ported to the Sun Workstation. The major problem is that the current Import/Export Manager uses the BackgroundServer and background FTP requests to receive/deliver messages from a remote MPM (we are using ISI's MPM). Most of the manager is concerned with translating between formats, and that part will port to the Sun easily. The delivery mechanism will not port easily. Our current plan is to make use of the Sun implementation of the MPM developed at SRI (which is not yet available), and modify the delivery part of the Import/Export Manager to use the MPM on the same machine.
4.9 Papers, Documentation, Meetings, and Presentations

During this period, we developed the following material for describing the Diamond system:

- A new video tape describing the goals, architecture, hardware base, user interface and use of Diamond.
- "Multimedia Mail Meeting Notes", H. C. Forsdick, Minutes of a meeting about experimental multimedia message systems held at BBN on 23–24 July 1984, NWG RFC 910.

In addition, we attended the IFIP 6.5 Working Conference on Computer Message Systems held at Nottingham England and presented a paper on Diamond titled "Initial Experience with Multimedia Documents in Diamond". The paper was published in the conference proceedings, Computer-Based Message Services, Hugh T. Smith, editor, North Holland, 1985. A slightly revised version of this paper was also published in the September 1984 issues of the IEEE Quarterly Bulletin on Database Engineering.
5. THE JERICHO JADE SYSTEM

5.1 Image Manipulating Operations

Fast algorithms for scaling and rotating bitmap images by arbitrary amounts have been developed, and routines which implement these algorithms have been added to the Jade ImageOps library. The EditDoc multimedia editor makes use of these image manipulating routines to permit users to rotate and scale the image components of multimedia documents (see Section 4.7).

Image scaling is done by adding or removing rows and/or columns of the bitmap image to achieve the desired size image from the original image. When a row or column is added, it is a duplicate of the adjacent row or column. When a row or column is removed, none of the adjacent rows or columns are adjusted. The added (removed) rows or columns are distributed evenly over the extent of the image so that effect of enlargement (reduction) is applied to the entire image. Figure 4 illustrates how this is done. When an image is scaled in both dimensions, the scaling is first done in one dimension and then in the other. In interactive image editing operations, to preserve as much accuracy in scaled images, we always start from the original image and scale up or down from it. Figures 5 and 6 show examples of an image that has been enlarged and reduced. In one case the aspect ratio of the original has been preserved by forcing the scaling in the horizontal dimension to be a linear function of scaling in the vertical dimension. In the other case there no linkage enforced on scaling in the two dimensions.

The algorithm for rotating bitmap images through arbitrary angles assumes that an efficient means exists to transfer an arbitrary rectangular region of a bitmap image from one location to another. Also assumed is a method of rotating images through multiples of ninety degrees.

The rotation algorithm is based on the fact that a rotation transformation can be decomposed into a sequence of three shear transformation such as the following:
Figure 4. Scaling of Bitmap Images
Figure 5. Reduction and Enlargement of an Image, Aspect Ratio Preserved
Figure 6. Reduction and Enlargement of an Image, Arbitrary Aspect Ratio
\[ P = A \cdot B \cdot A \]
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\cos(x) & \sin(x) \\
-sin(x) & \cos(x)
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ a & 1 \end{pmatrix} \cdot
\begin{pmatrix} 1 & b \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \cdot
\begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ a & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

Where \( a = (\cos(x) - 1)/\sin(x) \) and \( b = \sin(x) \).

Transformations such as shearing and rotation are mathematical operations which cannot be implemented exactly when the coordinates of points must be integers. Thus the implementation of a shearing operation is faced with the same problem as the implementation of a line-drawing operation. The solution is the same: the transformed points are moved to the nearest (in some sense) available raster position. The effect of this on a horizontal shearing operation is illustrated in Figure 7.

![Horizontal Shear for a = 0.1](image)

**Figure 7.** The effect of a horizontal shearing operation.

In fact, the necessity for moving pixels by an integral number of raster positions
is precisely the reason that this algorithm is efficient; many pixels must be moved by the same amount and we have postulated the existence of an efficient means of doing this. All pixels in a given row move by the same amount and, furthermore, several adjacent rows also move by the same amount. The smaller the angle of the shear is, the larger the size of the block is. As the angle approaches 45 degrees, the block become less high until at 45 degrees, each block is just one pixel high. The picture for vertical shear is similar except, of course, for a change of axes.

For maximum efficiency, as many pixels as possible should be moved in each operation. This means that for angles from 0 to 45 degrees, the first shear should be horizontal and for angles from 45 to 90 degrees, the first shear should be vertical. For angles outside the range of 0 to 90 degrees, other algorithms should be employed to rotate by +90, 180, or -90 degrees followed by the present algorithm.

It is also necessary for the discontinuities in the first and last shearing operations to be properly positioned. This is especially true for small angles. The reason is that if the discontinuities in the two shearing operations occur at the same places, adjacent pixels which straddle the discontinuity will end up being separated by two positions. To avoid this problem, the discontinuities are displaced so as to be maximally separated at the middle of the picture.

Figure 8 illustrate the effect of rotating a bitmap image through a small angle. (Notice that the rear edge of the backpack has been made vertical.) Because this image started with a fairly large amount of noise in it, the distortions due to the rotation process are not very noticeable. Images with greater regularity or finer features are more noticeably distorted.

5.2 Compatibility with Sun Workstations

The execution environment provided to application programs by the Jericho Jade and Sun Unix systems differ in two ways which have had a significant impact on porting applications from Jericho to the Sun:

1. Jericho permits processes to share address spaces, and the Sun does not;
2. The Jericho window system automatically repairs all "damage" done to a
window when the window is unburied\(^3\), and the Sun does not. Rather it passes a list of the damaged areas of the window to the application program which is expected to repair the damage.

This section summarizes how we dealt with these differences in porting Diamond to the Sun.

Our goal at the outset of the porting effort was to maintain a single set of sources for Diamond which could be compiled either for Jericho or for the Sun. Diamond makes extensive use of the Jade program libraries. Furthermore, many of the places where changes had to be made to handle the differences between Jericho and the Sun were in the libraries. Consequently, to meet our goal of a single set of sources it was necessary to audit the Jade software and, where necessary, to retrofit it to be compatible both with the Sun and Jericho environments.

\(^3\)Those parts of the window that were under another window are considered "damaged" and need to be "repaired" by restoring their current contents.
The fact that Sun processes do not share memory forced a number of substantial changes throughout Diamond. The database mechanisms used by the Document Store Manager and the Authentication Manager, and the document store cache mechanism used by the Access Point (see Section 4.4) made extensive use of shared memory. These mechanisms have been redesigned to use a Database server process (see Section 4.1.2). The Coordinator component of the Access Point made use of shared memory to control the set of processes used to implement various Access Point functions. That control mechanism had to be redesigned to operate without shared memory. Various Diamond components use a synchronization mechanism to coordinate their internal activity. This synchronization mechanism was implemented on Jericho using shared memory in order to achieve maximum efficiency. The implementation of the synchronization mechanism was completely redesigned to make use of a Synchronization Server process, while the interface to it provided for application programs was preserved.

Differences in the window systems between Jericho and the Sun were handled in two ways:

1. The Jade WindowLib library, which is the program library application such as Diamond use to manipulate display windows, was ported from Jericho to the Sun. This provided an application interface to window manipulating functions for the Sun that was identical to that on Jericho. Consequently, the parts of a program that do routine window manipulations do not have to be modified when the program is moved from Jericho to the Sun.

2. The notion of "window hints" was expanded to include a new "window has been damaged" hint. This new hint makes it possible for an application to discover when one of its windows has been damaged and to take appropriate action to repair it.

In order to make various parts of interactive applications, such as the Diamond Access Point, responsive to window hints (damaged and changed hints in particular), all user input functions (i.e., uses of pop up windows, menus, forms, scrolled objects, and the Access Point library) must be prepared to return control to the application when an unexpected message (i.e., any non-character, such as a window hint) arrives. During this reporting period, we modified all of our basic user interface libraries and the various parts of the Diamond Access Point to deal with these hint messages.

4A window hint is a signal sent to a process by that window system that an event relevant to a window of interest to that process has occurred. See Semi-annual Technical Report No. 5 for more details.
correctly.

This set of changes was substantial, but was forced on us because of the nature of the Sun window system, which does not maintain off-screen images of partially buried windows. When a partially buried window is exposed, damaged hints are sent to the process owning the window, and that process is expected to repair the damage. The problem for an application, such as the Access Point, is that these damage hints may arrive when some very low level user interface function, such as the one that pops up a menu and gathers the menu item specified by the user, has control. The low level functions have no notion of what is actually on the screen. Hence they have to propagate the hint up, possibly through several layers, to the application, which can then reconstruct the display to repair the damage. Since Pascal does not have an exception mechanism or the ability to pass procedures as parameters, in porting the Access Point, we were forced to restructure all the layers of the user interface to make it possible to pass these hint messages back up to higher levels, and then, after the hints have been handled, to return to the lower levels without losing any context.
6. THE JADE PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

6.1 Network protocols and IPC

The interhost interprocess communication facility has been successfully ported to
the Sun. Moving the IPC facility required some minor changes to both the IPC and the
underlying TCP/IP protocol support. These changes are described below.

The Sun TCP implementation supports the notion of "continuous listening" ports.
As the name suggests, a continuous listening port is one which remains in the
listening state at all times, even while a connection to the port is being established.
Without continuous listen the application process using the port must "recycle" it into
the listening state after a connection attempt is handled. This means that there is a
(usually brief) period of time during which the port is not in the listening state, and
during which attempts to connect to it from remote processes must fail. With
continuous listening, attempts to connect to the port while another connection
attempt is in progress will not fail due to absence of the listening port. Sir: e
listening ports are typically used to support "services", the continuous listening port
mechanism makes sure that the service is continuously accessible from the network.

The Jade TCP implementation, which previously did not support continuous
listening ports has been augmented to include the notion, and the Jade TCP interface
library for both the Jericho and the Sun has been extended to explicitly support the
the notion of continuous listening ports.

In addition, the IPC implementation has been changed to use continuous listening
ports. This was done so that the IPC manages its TCP connections the same way on
the Sun and the Jericho. Before this change, the IPC was written to explicitly recycle
its listening port. The IPC uses a continuous listening port, and no longer explicitly
recycles the port. In addition, the IPC handled failures to connect to other IPCs by
immediately retrying a few times in order to deal with the possibility that the failure was
due to "dead time" at the remote IPC while its listening port was being recycled. This
was not changed, because the IPC may need to communicate with other IPCs which
must explicitly recycle their listening ports.

The ability to broadcast messages to all hosts in a Diamond configuration plays
an important part in the Diamond implementation. In particular, it is used by the IPC
to locate objects\textsuperscript{5}.

With the addition of Suns on an Ethernet, the Diamond development configuration now is distributed across two local networks, the Jericho Fibernet and the Sun Ethernet, which are connected by a gateway. We expect that future Diamond configurations will also span several local networks. For Diamond to work with such a configuration the ability to broadcast must be extended to span the networks which comprise the configuration. To deal with the short term problem of two networks connected by a gateway, we have modified the Jade IP implementation so that packets broadcast on the Jericho fibernet are propagated to the Sun ethernet, and have modified the interface to the Sun IP to that. We expect that it will be necessary to refine the broadcast propagation mechanism as the topologies of configurations become more complex.

In experimenting with configurations spanning two networks we encountered a problem due to the apparent inability of the Sun network code to reassemble more than 2 fragments of an IP datagram back into the datagram. The problem was discovered while sending IPC small messages from a Jericho through a gateway to a Sun. The maximal size of an IPC small message, exclusive of headers, is 1240 bytes. Small messages are typically sent as single IP datagrams. The Jericho IP implementation had been set up to fragment IP datagrams into 576 byte fragments for transmission through the gateway that connects the Jericho Fibernet to the Sun Ethernet. We discovered for IPC small messages sent from a Jericho to a Sun, that messages fragmented into two or fewer fragments were properly received by the Sun but those fragmented into three fragments were not. This problem was corrected by "reconfiguring" the Jericho IP to fragment IP datagrams into larger fragments so that a maximal IPC small message would be broken into at most two fragments.

6.2 Software State Database

During the past six months, the Software State Database system (hereafter referred to as SoftwareState) has become a regular part of our development environment. Distribution of new software is done exclusively through the mechanisms provided by SoftwareState. In addition to improving the robustness of the original

operations, a number of significant improvements have been made to the system. These include:

- The inclusion of dependencies between files into the database.
- The use of dependencies to check the consistency of an operation.
- Separate create dates for each file system being maintained by SoftwareState.
- Support for working on a large system in a private environment.
- Integration of the Sun workstations into SoftwareState.

6.2.1 Dependencies

Within a complex software environment, dependencies naturally arise between modules. Object files depend on the source files they are compiled from and on the interface of the libraries they use. In our environment, assembly language files for the Sun depend on the object files they are translated from.

When a file is installed, SoftwareState analyzes it to automatically determine which files it depends on. These forward dependencies are entered into the database along with the symmetrical backward dependency. (That is, the database explicitly contains the fact that object A uses B and the distinct but related fact that B is used by object A.) These dependencies may be perused by a user or used by the system to check the consistency of a requested operation.

SoftwareState recognizes three different kinds of dependencies:

- **Time.** A time dependency implies that the dependent file must have been created at a later time than the file it depends on. An object file has a time dependency on the source file it is compiled from.

- **Interface.** An object file has an interface dependency on a library which it uses. The object file must be recompiled if the interface changes, but does not need to be recompiled if only the implementation part of a library changes.

- **Simple.** A simple dependency is used to break a loop in an interface dependency cycle. It is intimately related with the compilation strategy used in the Jade environment to handle dependency loops within a set of libraries.

Pascal object files and Sun assembly files are analyzed to determine the files
they use. Dependencies which cannot be derived automatically could be entered into the database by hand. There are several complications with regards to dependencies.

- **Interfaces.** In the Jade environment, the implementation of a library resides in the same file as its interface. In SoftwareState, we wish to be able to distinguish when only the implementation of a library has changed (thereby recognizing that programs which use the interface do not need to be recompiled). The write date of the file does not contain enough information.

  To deal with this problem, the SoftwareState system maintains an Interface Write Date. SoftwareState calculates a value for the interface of a library when it is installed. This value is a single integer derived from a CRC of the characters in the interface. When a new version of a library is installed, SoftwareState recalculates the CRC of the interface. If the CRC value has changed, then the library gets a new Interface Write Date. Other files which use the changed library will need to be recompiled. A programmer or tool can determine what recombinations are necessary by comparing the write date of an object file with the interface write date of the libraries which it uses.

- **Dependency Loops.** The simplest example of a dependency loop is a library L1 which uses a library L2 in its implementation. Library L2 in turn uses library L1 in its implementation. This creates a problem in the Jade environment because there is no acceptable compilation ordering. L1 must be compiled before L2 and L2 must be compiled before L1. In order to get around this problem, it is possible to specify that library L1 uses the interface contained in the source of L2 rather than in the compiled version of L2. L1 can then be compiled before L2.

  The consequences of this for the dependencies contained in the database are as follows:

  - Compiled library files typically have interface dependency on other compiled library files (L1.Library depends on L2.Library). When a library explicitly uses the interface in the source file of another library than the interface dependency is on the source file (L1.Library depends on L2.Pascal).

  - Despite the fact that a library L1 is compiled using the source version of another library’s interface, when it is run it will use the compiled version of that interface. To reflect this fact, a Simple dependency is added from L1.Library to L2.Library. This ensures that a check to see if all the dependencies for L1 are satisfied will also check all the dependencies for L2.

**6.2.2 Using Dependencies**

The simplest use of dependencies is to make them available for viewing. A programmer contemplating a change to the interface of some library can look in the database and find every file which uses it. This is especially useful if the interface change requires editing the dependent files rather than simple recompilation.
SoftwareState checks dependencies on CheckOut, CheckIn and Install. When some constraint is not met, SoftwareState will warn the user. However, a user may ignore the warning and proceed with the operation. For example, it is possible to Install a new version of a file on the Jericho without first creating and installing the dependent Sun assembly file. This allows us to experiment with some new feature on the Jericho before going through the additional overhead of creating a version for the Sun. After experimenting, we can go back and determine what needs to be done to bring all files up to date.

The constraints for each operation are described below.

- **CheckOut.** SoftwareState checks to make sure that all files which have time dependencies on the files being checked out are included in the set being checked out. The simplest example is requiring that the user check out the object file along with the source of a library or program.

- **Install.** Install checks time and interface constraints. This is to prevent the release of incompatible versions of interfaces and the programs which use them. It will also catch the failure to compile some source file.

- **CheckIn.** CheckIn also checks time and interface constraints. This is because a user may wish to Install some version for experimental use, but a CheckIn operation presumes that the programmer is finished with the file and should ensure that all constraints are satisfied.

### 4.3 IPC Monitoring Facility

The IPC monitoring facility is a tool which makes it possible to observe interactions among components of a distributed application, such as Diamond. The interactions are recorded by the monitor as the monitored application executes, and can be observed by a user in (near) real time or can be repeatedly played back to study operation of the application. The monitor understands both the higher level protocols used to support interactions among components of distributed applications and the lower level protocols. This makes it possible to parse and display the contents of interprocess messages as well as to display the patterns of message interactions. Because the execution of a distributed system, even over a relatively short period of time, can involve a large number of interactions, the IPC monitoring facility supports a very flexible “message filtering” capability through which a user can specify those interactions that he is interested in observing. We expect that the IPC monitoring facility will be extremely useful in the debugging and demonstration of distributed applications.
The IPC monitoring facility is composed of the following four types of component processes:

- **IPCMonitor** - This process supports the user interface to the IPC monitoring facility. Through this interface, a user may add and remove monitoring filters, enable or disable monitoring on the distributed host computers, and control the display of monitoring information that is being collected and retrieved by other components of the IPC monitoring facility.

- **MetaMsg Manager** - This process runs on the same host as the IPCMonitor process and manages the communication between that process and the MonitorData manager processes that are distributed throughout the local area network. The MetaMsg manager distributes commands from the user interface (e.g., enable monitoring, add filter) and receives the monitoring information that is being collected by the remote IPCServer processes. This monitoring information is received in the form of meta-messages which are recorded in a log file and are forwarded upon demand to the IPCMonitor process so that the information that they contain may be displayed to the user.

- **MonitorData Manager** - Just as the MetaMsg manager manages the communication between an IPCMonitor process and the distributed MonitorData manager processes, the MonitorData manager process manages the communication between a local IPCServer process and all of the MetaMsg manager processes that exist in the local area network.

- **IPCServer** - The main responsibility of the IPCServer is the transport of interhost messages. A portion of the IPCServer, however, is devoted to supporting the IPC monitoring facility. This support entails managing a database of active monitoring filters, matching messages against these filters in order to determine whether a message is being monitored, and sending information about the monitored messages back to the monitoring program.

As of the end of the last reporting period, the initial design of the IPC monitoring facility had been completed along with initial implementations of both the MonitorData manager component and the IPCServer modifications to support monitoring.

During this reporting period, the initial implementations of the IPCMonitor and MetaMsg manager components were completed and the first version of the IPC monitoring facility was released. For the remainder of the reporting period since the monitor's release, our work has focused on improvements to the program's performance and enhancements to its user interface.

6.3.1 IPC Monitor Scenario

This section presents a series of figures that illustrate the use of the IPC
Monitor. The IPC Monitor maintains a dynamic display which shows interactions among the components of the distributed application being monitored. The figures presented are software "snapshots" of the display as a short Diamond scenario was being monitored. The scenario chosen is one in which Diamond retrieves a document from one of its document stores. This involves retrieving the DocStruc for the document (i.e., the data structure which defines the document) and all of the atomic objects referenced by the DocStruc.

Figure 9 shows the display of the IPCMonitor program, immediately after the document retrieval has started. The three circular objects represent host computers. The Schaaf host is shown at the top of the display with the Jade and Diamond hosts being shown in the lower left and lower right, respectively.

The ovals shown inside the hosts are processes involved in running the Diamond application. The lines drawn between processes and hosts indicate currently active communication paths. Note that there does not currently exist an active path between the Jade host and the Diamond host.

The shaded ovals represent processes on the path of a message that is currently in transit. In this illustration, a message is in transit from the EdidDoc process on the Schaaf host to the DocStore process on the Jade host. The message itself, is represented by the small circular icon containing an "S" shown next to the DocStore process on Jade. The "S" indicates that the message is a small message, and is therefore contained in a single network packet. Other types of messages of large messages ("L") and IPC protocol messages ("I").

The area beneath the hosts is used for the monitoring program's control switches and status indicators. The Record switch is used to request the display of monitoring information in (near) real time as the program being monitored executes. As this information is displayed, it is also recorded in a log file. The Play switch is used to request play back of a log file. The shading for the play switch indicates that the monitoring facility is now in playback mode. The Pause switch is used to freeze the action in the area above the control switches and is shown to be on. The Single-Step switch is also on. This causes the monitoring facility to pause whenever a message in transit reaches its destination.

The Speed switch is used to set the rate at which the monitoring display
changes. Running at a faster rate allows the monitoring facility to keep better pace with the executing application, but may be too fast for the user to follow. Accordingly, the user may adjust the rate to whatever is comfortable. The current setting is a little more than one-half of the maximum rate and is indicated by the degree of shading shown in the switch indicator.

The Log Size status indicator shows the current position of the monitoring program in the log file being played back. In record mode, this status indicator gives a rough idea of how far the monitoring facility has fallen behind execution of the program being monitored. Currently, a little more than two-thirds of the log file has already been replayed.

Figure 10 shows the contents of the message from the EditDoc process to the DocStore process. The message contents include the unique identifiers (UIDs) for the source and destination objects, the type of operation that the source process is requesting to be performed on the destination object, and the request identifier information that is associated with the message. This particular message is a request from the EditDoc process to perform a ReadValue operation on the indicated DocStruc.

As the message was in transit from EditDoc to the DocStore, the user caused its contents to be displayed by holding down the left button of the mouse, positioning the mouse cursor above the icon for the message, and then releasing the button. Holding the left button froze the action, and releasing it caused the message contents to be displayed. Clicking the right mouse button at this point would cause the message contents to be taken down and would unfreeze the display.

If a more detailed display of the message contents is desired, the user may click the left mouse button while the mouse cursor is positioned over the message icon. Doing this, changes the display to that shown in Figure 11 in which the various fields of the message are displayed. The name of the field is shown in the first column and the value of the field is given in the second. For structured values (i.e., records or arrays), an indication is given that the field value is structured. An example of this is the MonitoringInfo field in Figure 11. The components of a structured field may be displayed by asking for More Detail on that field. The type that is associated with each field may be displayed by requesting Verbose mode.

The request by the EditDoc process to perform the ReadValue operation on the
DocStruc cannot be satisfied until the DocStore process ascertains whether the EditDoc process is allowed to read the referenced DocStruc. The DocStore process checks this by sending an AuthBindingOf request to the AuthServer process on the Diamond host. Transmission of this message is shown in Figure 12. Note that as a result of this request, a communication link between the Jade and Diamond hosts is indicated.

In Figure 13, we see the response to the AuthBindingOf request from the DocStore process. Response messages are represented by an icon that is slightly different from the one used for request messages. Requests are represented by a white circle containing a black letter, while responses are represented by a black circle containing a white letter. The message contents for a reply is also different from that for a request in that the message contains reply code information. In this case, the reply code is SuccessComplete which indicates that the operation succeeded and that the EditDoc process is allowed access to the DocStruc whose value it requested.

Figure 14 shows the transmission of the response to the original ReadValue request from the EditDoc process. Figure 15 shows the fields that are in this response message. This display was obtained by asking for more detail on the response message icon.

After the EditDoc process receives the value of the DocStruc object, it determines all of the atomic objects that are referenced by the DocStruc. These objects are then requested one at a time from the DocStore where they are located. Figure 16 shows a request from the EditDoc process to the DocStore process on the Jade host for a particular atomic image object. Upon receiving this request, the DocStore makes sure that the EditDoc process is allowed access to the object in the same manner that access to the DocStruc was checked. If the EditDoc process is found to have the proper authorization, the value of the atomic image object will be returned. This last step of showing the response containing the value of the atomic image is shown in Figure 17. Notice that the response is in the form of a large message, indicated by the "L" inside the message icon.
Figure 9. DocStruc ReadValue request
Figure 10. DocStruc ReadValue request – message description
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SrcProcName</th>
<th>'EditDoc'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SrcProcPid</td>
<td>'Schaaf139'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SourceUID</td>
<td>Process: 192.1.3.117:700:212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestProcName</td>
<td>'DocStore'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestProcPid</td>
<td>'Jade16'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DestUID</td>
<td>DocStruc: 192.1.3.119:202:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsgType</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlobalRequestID</td>
<td>192.1.3.117:700:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RequestID</td>
<td>192.1.3.117:700:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>ReadValue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MonitoringInfo</td>
<td>&lt;RECORD&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsgHeader</td>
<td>&lt;RECORD&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commands:** Less Detail, More Detail, Terse, Verbose or menu

Figure 11. DocStruc ReadValue request – detailed information
Figure 12. AuthBindingOf request
Figure 13. AuthBindingOf response
Figure 14. DocStruc ReadValue response
Figure 15. DocStruc ReadValue response – detailed information
Figure 16. AtomicImage ReadValue request
Figure 17. AtomicImage ReadValue response
7. JERICHO INTERLISP

The objective of the Jericho Interlisp task is to port and extend the Interlisp programming language and environment to BBN's Jericho personal computer. Interlisp is one of the two major dialects of the LISP programming language which underlies most research in Artificial Intelligence. This task services two principal goals. First, it provides the development environment in which other DARPA supported research in Artificial Intelligence proceeds at BBN, most notably the work in natural language understanding and knowledge representation. Second, this task builds the foundation for the ALEPH component of this project which is to explore novel programming techniques and tools.

The task of porting Interlisp-10 from a mainframe to a personal computer involves three categories of effort: 1) porting the initial system, 2) extending it to accommodate the functional capabilities of the hardware, and 3) system maintenance. In previous reporting periods, we have addressed each of these areas. In the current period, we incorporated Active Values, and we incorporated a multiple-process capability.

7.1 Active Values

We have implemented a version of Active Values which is modeled on the design used by Bobrow and Stefik in LOOPS. Active Values provide a way to invoke a function when the value of a variable (more specifically, a SPECVAR) is set, or when a field in a userdatatype, array record, block record, or array is either fetched or replaced. With them it is possible to implement monitoring (i.e.: "Call me if someone attempts to set my value to XYZ") and other event dependent mechanisms.

In our implementation, an Active Value is a datatype containing a local state, a PUT function, and a GET function. The local state holds the "real value", which may be another active value so Active Values can be nested. The PUT function is invoked whenever the Active Value is set or replaced. The GET function is invoked whenever the Active Value is fetched, except for SPECVARS where it is ignored.

PUT functions are invoked with arguments DATUM, OFFSET, ACTVAL, and NEWVAL. OFFSET is ignored for SPECVARS. ACTVAL is the active value containing the PUT
function, and NEWVAL is the value to be stored. The usual form of a PUT function is:

```
(LAMBDA (DATUM OFFSET ACTVAL NEWVAL)
    (DECLARE (LOCALVARS . T))
    (* User's code here)
    (PUTLOCALSTATE ACTVAL NEWVAL DATUM OFFSET))
```

PUTLOCALSTATE stores NEWVAL in the local state of ACTVAL which may invoke additional PUT functionS, with NEWVAL ending up in the local state of the innermost active value.

The arguments to a GET function are DATUM, OFFSET and ACTVAL. The usual form of a GET function is

```
(LAMBDA (DATUM OFFSET ACTVAL)
    (DECLARE (LOCALVARS . T))
    (PROG1 (GETLOCALSTATE ACTVAL DATUM OFFSET)
        (* User's code))
```

GETLOCALSTATE gets the localstate of ACTVAL which may invoke additional GET functions. The reason for doing the GETLOCALSTATE first is to mimic the Loops nesting in which nested PUT functions are invoked from outermost to innermost while GET functions are invoked innermost first.

It is essential that the ACTVAL argument to a PUT function or GET function be a LOCALVAR. Therefore, PUT functions and GET functions must be compiled. Binding a SPECVAR to an Active Value will access the local state, not the Active Value.

A number of functions have been provided for the benefit of users.

To aid in defining PUT and GET functions, a function named DEFAVFN (NAME PUTFLG) has been provided. If PUTFLG is T, the function provides an editor template for defining NAME as a PUT function. If PUTFLG is NIL, the template provided is for a GET function.

To access the local state of an Active Value without triggering nested Active Values the functions are:
To create Active Values, the function is:

\[(\text{MAKEACTIVEVAR} \ \text{VAR} \ \text{PUTFN} \ \text{VAL})\]

which makes the current binding of VAR an Active Value. PUTFN will be invoked when the current binding of VAR is set. If VAL is not NIL it becomes the local state. Otherwise the local state is the current value of VAR. (Note that PUTFN is invoked when the current binding is set, not when VAR is rebound.)

The function

\[(\text{MAKEACTIVEFIELD} \ \text{DATUM} \ \text{FIELDNAME} \ \text{PUTFN} \ \text{GETFN} \ \text{VAL})\]

makes the field FIELDNAME in DATUM active. VAL defaults as in MAKEACTIVEVAR. FIELDNAME is the record field name as in fetch or replace. FIELDNAME can also be an integer to allow activating unnamed array elements.

Other useful functions are:

\[(\text{BREAKVAR} \ \text{VAR})\]

which is similar to BREAK(FN) in that a break is entered whenever the current binding of VAR is set;

\[(\text{UNBREAKVAR} \ \text{VAR})\]

which removes the break;

\[(\text{BREAKFIELD} \ \text{DATUM} \ \text{FIELDNAME} \ \text{WHEN})\]

which causes a break when the field FIELDNAME in DATUM is referenced.

\[(\text{GETAVFNS} \ \text{DATUM} \ \text{FIELDNAME})\]
which aids in looking at Active Values by producing a list of GET function, PUT function pairs, outermost first;

(UNBREAKFIELD DATUM FIELDNAME)

which removes the break; and

(REMOVEACTIVEVALUE DATUM FIELDNAME PUTFN GETFN)

which removes an active value, anywhere in the nesting, from field FIELDNAME in DATUM. PUTFN and GETFN are usually LITATOMS. The Active Value removed is the first one found whose PUTFN adn GETFN match. If only one of PUTFN and GETFN is specified and an Active Value is found which has a function matching the one specified that function is set to NIL in the Active Value.

If DATUM is a LITATOM, FIELDNAME is ignored. To remove an active value directly PUTFN can be an Active Value. However, it must be remembered that passing an Active Value around requires that it not be bound to a SPECVAR, therefore not to any variable in interpreted code.
8. ALEPH

The goal of the ALEPH component of the project is to conceive and test new ideas and tools which can aid the programmer in his task. We expect that the capabilities of a personal computer such as the Jericho can offer new opportunities in this area, particularly the high-resolution bitmapped display.

In this reporting period, we improved the Graphical Debugger and the Code Presenter that were documented in previous reports, and we provided an application of Active Values that enables users to visualize the changes that have occurred between successive versions of software.

8.1 Application of Active Values

With the emergence of Active Values in INTERLISP Jericho we have begun to explore their use in helping software developers visualize changes in the data structures they manipulate. Our paradigm is as follows: a user looks at a screen in which figural representations of the different data structures he/she is working with are displayed. As the user's program modifies the data structure, he/she notices a change in the visual appearance of one of the representations. From this change, the user is able to infer effortlessly what went on, and modify his program accordingly. Active Values, i.e.: the ability to invoke any function when a value is either read or written on, make possible the cost-effective realization of this paradigm.

One of the visualization ideas we explored is to represent a list structure as a tree. For example, the list (A (B C) D) could be represented as

```
     B —— C
    /     |
   A —— [ ] —— D
```

After implementing a set of functions to construct these trees, we experimented with various ways of visually portraying changes of different types. As none of these portrayals seemed satisfactory, we decided to try a different approach. Upon detection of a change, we would invoke a comparator that, given the original list and the one with a change in it, would induce the procedural information needed to transform the original list into the new one.
To be really useful, this procedural information must be represented in such a way that:

1. it corresponds closely to the annotations and scribbles a human editor would use in order to visually convey the changes he wants,

2. it must implicitly contain the precise instructions needed by a machine editor to carry out those changes.

Thus, comparing the lists

\[(A \ B \ C \ D \ E) \text{ and } ((B \ (C)) \ D \ A)\]

we want to come up with a representation that enables us to portray the changes visually as, for instance,

\[
\frac{\underline{A}}{\underline{B} \ (C)} \ D \ \underline{E} \ [I] \ \underline{J} \]

(underlines denote new characters)

and capable of generating the sequence of INTERLISP editor commands,

```
*bi 3
*bi 2 3
*(4)
*move 1 to a 3
```

The representation we have chosen is based on the use of annotations which are affixed like labels to the original list's elements. The labels are MOVED-FROM, MOVED-TO, NEW, SAME, and BLANK. For the original list given in the example above, the representation would be:

```
((A : MOVED-FROM)
 (LP : NEW)
 (B : SAME)
 (LP : NEW)
 (C : SAME)
 (RP : NEW))
 (RP : NEW))
 (D : SAME)
 (E : BLANK)
 (A : MOVED-TO))
```
where for clarity we have used LP and RP instead of "(" and ")".

Notice how different this representation is from something like

```plaintext
((A . BLANK)
 ((B (C)) . NEW)
 (B . BLANK)
 (C . BLANK)
 (D . SAME)
 (E . BLANK)
 (A . NEW))
```

The former recognizes that -- B C -- can be transformed into -- (B (C)) -- by inserting parentheses, and that A is moved from being first in the list to being last. It corresponds to the "penciled" marks a human editor would make to convey how to transform one list into the other in a sensible way. The latter does the job but in a blind, brute force way: A is deleted from the beginning and inserted at the end as if it had never been seen before, and (B (C)) is considered a new element while B and C are deleted.

Once the representation has been induced, there are at least two ways of utilizing it. The first one is to obtain the corresponding commands for the INTERLISP structural editor. The software to accomplish this was designed but was not implemented due to lack of resources. The second, and more interesting one, is to generate from it something akin to the annotations used by human editors to convey visually to a typist the nature and extent of the changes they want.

We have produced a package that performs a version of this visual rendition. An example of what it can do is given in Figure 18.
Figure 18. Transforming Old into New
The window titled "NEW EXPRESSION" contains the result of several editing changes performed on the list contained in "NEW EXPRESSION". The window titled "COMPARISON" contains an annotated version of OLD EXPRESSION, where white characters on gray shade represent deletions, and inverted characters (white on black) represent new insertions.

In Figure 18 we show the result of reversing the comparison by swapping "new" and "old".

8.2 Code Presenter

We have continued developing the code presenter reported in the previous report. The code presenter is a tool that helps a programmer examine code that usually has a high branching factor. Typically, at a given time, the programmer is interested in a single branch or a set of related branches. The code presenter provides two ways of looking at code that draw attention to the relevant paths in the code. The code presenter looks at variable bindings in a hypothetical environment and possibly in the running environment and presents the code with branches that are relevant to the environment in a visually distinctive way.

In the previous version of the code presenter, the code was compressed so that the irrelevant branches were eliminated and the relevant branches were partially evaluated. The resulting code is functionally equivalent to the original code in the given environment. In the current version, we have extended the code presenter to give the programmer the option of seeing the compressed code or seeing the original code with the relevant branches highlighted.

In a given environment, a piece of code will either be evaluated, it will not be evaluated, or there is not enough information in the environment to know whether it will be evaluated. The last class of code is treated as two classes, code that contains unbound variables that prevent further analysis, and code that is not available to be analyzed (usually compiled code whose source definitions are not available). The details of the analysis were given in the previous report. It then presents the code using four different fonts to highlight the branches. Code that will be executed in the given environment is highlighted in a bold font. Code that may be executed depending on the values of bound variables is presented in a normal font. Code that can not be analyzed is presented in an italic font. And code that will not be evaluated in the
current environment is presented in a small font.

Figure 20 is an example of a piece of code with a fairly high branching factor. All examples in this section use the same code and environments as the examples in
The code in figure 20 is parameterized by the variables OBJECT and OPERATOR and is intended to return the name of the function which performs the prescribed operation for the given object type. For example, the PLUS operator for the INTEGER object is IPLUS. Since the figure shows the code segment displayed when both variables OBJECT and OPERATOR have no value, the entire code segment is printed in the normal font.

Figure 21 shows what happens when the variable OBJECT is bound to
REAL.NUMBER and OPERATOR is unbound. Notice that the outer SELECTQ is in bold face to signify that it is evaluated, and so are the parentheses around the INTEGER case. The contents of the list, however, are in a small font to signify that the INTEGER case will be investigated but will fail because INTEGER is not the same as REAL.NUMBER. The REAL.NUMBER case is in bold face as is the SELECTQ it contains. The cases of the inner SELECTQ are in the normal font because the variable OPERATOR is not bound. The code presenter can not determine which of the cases will execute in an environment with OPERATOR unbound.

Figure 21. Code segment with OBJECT bound to REAL.NUMBER and OPERATOR unbound

Figure 22 shows the code presented when OBJECT is bound to REAL.NUMBER and OPERATOR is bound to TIMES. It shows that the branch to be taken is fully determined
and that the value returned will be FTIMES.

Figure 22. Code segment with OBJECT bound to REAL.NUMBER and OPERATOR bound to TIMES

Figure 23 shows the code presented when OBJECT is unbound and OPERATOR is bound to TIMES. Notice that the path in each of the inner selectqs is fully determined. The outer selectq can not determine which branch to take in the given environment. In this example, one of four values will be returned, ITIMES, FTIMES, or one of the two error statements.

The Code Presenter is currently running in Jericho INTERLISP and it can handle most INTERLISP functions including display oriented functions. It has proven to be a
useful tool for analyzing and debugging complicated functions that the user does not fully understand or that have a non-trivial logical bug.

One limitation of the Code Presenter is that it is not a passive tool -- it requires that the programmer set up environments and select code to examine. Both are trivial to do but the programmer must examine the code and decide what variables to bind in the environment.

Another limitation is that neither method of display (highlighting or compressing) is really enough to do the entire job alone. Highlighting of a large complicated function can be hard to read. And the compression of a large complicated function
does not resemble the original code. Clearly the ideal solution is some combination of the two methods. Unfortunately we were not able to try to combine them. It would require a great deal of research to determine a useful balance between the two. The balance is a function of the complexity of the code, the size of the code, the restrictions implied by the variable bindings in the environment, and the programmers' ability to comprehend the size and complexity of the code presented.

A less important limitation we encountered is that the INTERLISP printing package was not designed to handle fonts properly. We were able to obtain the output shown here only by improving the PRETTYPRINT package but it is obviously not perfect. It does not handle line height properly when fonts are of different heights. Printing characters in different fonts can cause overlapping characters both vertically and horizontally.
9. HERMES MAINTENANCE

During this period work on the Hermes electronic mail system program was routine maintenance.
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